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It sees the real focus of forgiving not in individualistic release from guilt and proof of goodness, but

in inter-personal reconciliation, wholeness and life together in Christian community.
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Caring Enough to Forgive/Caring Enough to Not Forgive. Here is an awesome, AWESOME

Christian based, and very biblically sound book that EVERY Christian should read. It pointedly

defines the differences between genuine and false forgiveness, and demonstrates how to forgive

effectively, without causing or denying further hurt or resentment, and without "cooling" the

relationship. A MUST PURCHASE FOR ANY CHIRSTIAN SEEKING TO HAVE POSITIVE,

PEACEFUL, HEALTHY, FLOWING RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS.

Have you ever wanted to forgive but not been able to release? Have you ever not been forgiven?

This book really guides you through the Christian steps and the frail human realities of wounded

feelings and how to repair the damage. Most powerful are the examples when it's not right to forgive

and why...

The advice inside is invaluable for couples and other people searching for common ground. The

biblical references are helpful, but not required to get a sense of the skills one needs to acquire to

become a better communicator. The three books used together ("Caring Enough to CONFRONT,



FORGIVE, AND HEAR" respectively, help you to know yourself and through that knowledge, reach

out across the void to really know your partner and interact with your friends and colleagues in a

healthy way. Sometimes the it feels repetitive as the examples and diagrams are reiterations of the

text, but I suppose this help to reinforce the material. This book should really be called Caring

enough NOT to forgive, so insightful.

This is a classic book on forgiveness--practical and realistic, not demanding a glib forgiveness that

is impossible for major hurts that have been inflicted. Half of the book is Caring Enough to Forgive.

If you turn the book over, the title is CARING ENOUGH NOT TO FORGIVE. that part is what I love

best.

I purchased this book after reading a later book by Dr. Augsberger on the same subject. It's easy to

see how the author has gone into deeper waters and has come out with a deeper understanding

and he shares that with his readers.It is helpful for me as I compile lessons and teach on the very

deep subject of forgiveness. It is a good starting point for anyone wanting clarity on the subject.

Great book but ouch you are faced with those things you have put off for so long. I have

recommended and give this away as gifts to other hurting folks . It is well done and written in a

gentel but direct way. It's intent is to feel the hurt but Ouch!

The book is a little 'heavy'. Takes time to absorb his ideas. The opposite side of the book, "Caring

Enough Not to Forgive" is even harder to absorb quickly. Not a book to read in snatches.

Awesome !
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